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This book contains just about every Hebrew word in the Torah and Tanakh. It has Grammatical tools you can use to learn to read, and write
in the Ancient language. It has prayers, games and also Hebrew names.
Basics of Biblical HebrewZondervan Publishing Company
Written to facilitate study in Kelley's widely-used Biblical Hebrew: An Introductory Grammar, this handbook provides a complete answer key
to the exercises in the grammar as well as practical helps, footnotes, word lists, test suggestions, and other supplementary material--all
written to free up valuable class time and to aid individuals studying Hebrew on their own.
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Video Lectures provides 36 easy-to-follow lessons introducing the grammar and language of the Hebrew Bible.
Integrated for use with today's bestselling Hebrew text, it is an ideal resource for traditional students in need of additional instruction; for
professors, who can now utilize precious classroom time for discussion and exercises--and have students watch lectures at home; and for
self learners and homeschoolers with an interest in learning Hebrew on their own. Each lesson is approximately half an hour and is taught by
experienced teacher Miles V. Van Pelt using a logical and simple method of learning biblical Hebrew, an approach he's refined over more
than 20 years of studying and instructing students in biblical languages. Focused on the structural pattern of biblical Hebrew instead of
tedious memorization, each video session will give students in formal language classes and self-learners alike the basic understanding they
need to begin studying the Hebrew Scriptures.
Grammar, Video Lectures, Laminated Sheet, and Interactive Workbook
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Workbook
Basics of Biblical Aramaic
English Grammar to Ace Biblical Hebrew
An Introductory Grammar

The best-selling and most widely accepted New Testament Greek textbook has just gotten better. The author has made the book more
user-friendly and offers options to professors, particularly enabling them to introduce Greek verbs earlier as well as offering some
made-up sentences to challenge the students.
Clear. Understandable. Carefully organized. Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar by Gary D. Pratico and Miles V. Van Pelt is the
standard textbook for colleges and seminaries. Since its initial publication in 2001 its integrated approach has helped more than
80,000 students learn Biblical Hebrew. The third edition of Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar represents a significant updating and
revision of the previous edition with the goal of providing students with the best possible tool for learning Biblical Hebrew. Some of
the keys to the effectiveness of Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar in helping students learn is that it: Combines the best of
inductive and deductive approaches Uses actual examples from the Hebrew Old Testament rather than “made-up” illustrations
Emphasizes the structural pattern of the Hebrew language rather than rote memorization, resulting in a simple, enjoyable, and
effective learning process Employs colored text that highlights key features of nouns and verbs, allowing easy recognition of new
forms Includes appendices of verbal paradigms and diagnostics for fast reference and a complete vocabulary glossary Displays larger
font and text size, making reading easier By the time students have worked their way through Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar
they will have learned: The Hebrew Alphabet Vocabulary for words occurring 70 times or more in the Hebrew Bible The Hebrew
noun system The Hebrew verbal system A robust suite of learning aids is available for purchase to be used alongside the textbook to
help students excel in their studies. These include a workbook; video lectures for each chapter featuring the author; flashcards keyed
to vocabulary in each chapter; a laminated study sheet with key concepts; audio of the vocabulary for each chapter to aid in
acquisition; and a compact guide to help refresh students refresh their memory on language forms, grammar, and word meanings.
A tested approach to learning biblical Hebrew in an ideal package for the first-year Hebrew student. This clear, accurate, and
pedagogically sound textbook emphasizes the basics: Hebrew phonology (sounds) and morphology (forms). This grammar does not
use jargon or technical language, but uses terms easily understood and remembered so biblical Hebrew can be used with regularity
and authority.
This graded reader introduces the second-year Hebrew student to various types of biblical Hebrew literature and contains various
notations to assist him or her in the further advancement of Hebrew translation and exegesis.
Basics of Biblical Hebrew E-learning Bundle
Complete Ancient Hebrew Workbook
Basics of Hebrew Discourse
A Modern Grammar for Biblical Hebrew
High Voltage Prayer
Basics of Biblical Hebrew: Workbook
This is a print on demand book and is therefore non- returnable. The Handbook, designed as a
complete tool for the student of Biblical Hebrew, is the result of over twenty- five years of teaching
the language. While it is primarily intended for use in Hebrew courses, it is also an excellent tool for a
refresher course or useful as a basic grammatical reference work to aid the exegete. Similar in format
to the author's Handbook of New Testament Greek, it combines reading lessons (vol. 1) with
grammar, paradigms, and basic vocabulary (vol. 2). William LaSor uses the inductive method,
studying directly from the text, rather than the conventional method of language study in which
beginning students learn the rules of grammar and syntax and memorize vocabulary, often without
reading the actual text. Instead of memorizing numerous forms that will never be encountered in
actual reading, the student learns only what he or she encounters. The lessons are based on the
Hebrew text of Esther, chosen because it presents little difficulty in theological or textual matters and
has an excellent vocabulary. LaSor has included readings from other portions of the Bible, such as
several chapters from Genesis, to introduce the student to Hebrew other than that found in Esther.
The diligent student of this method will learn not only the elements of Hebrew but also how to
inductively study the language and how to learn by induction what the Hebrew text says.
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A Hebrew vocabulary guide that gives the student everything he or she needs in order to master basic
Hebrew vocabulary and to expand knowledge of biblical Hebrew.
This is a companion volume to Greek for the Rest of Us by William D. Mounce. This book is a guide for
English-only readers to understand the language of the Old Testament just enough to work with the
Old Testament in more detail and to understand the scholarly literature on the Hebrew Bible. Its
specific aims are to aid students to learn (1) why translations differ, (2) how to do Hebrew word
studies, (3) what the basics of Hebrew exegesis are, and (4) how to read more advanced Old
Testament commentaries with greater understanding. Herbrew for the Rest of Us is set up in a
workbook format.
This easy-to-understand book includes everything you need to learn Biblical Aramaic, including a
lexicon of Biblical Aramaic, the complete annotated text of all 269 Bible verses written in Aramaic,
and a downloadable grammar workbook with chapter exercises and answer key.
Basics of Biblical Greek Workbook
A Guide to Working with Hebrew Narrative and Poetry
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar
Hebrew for the Rest of Us
Grammar, Exegesis, and Commentary on Jonah and Ruth
Second Edition
A noted authority on biblical Hebrew grammar uses the best of both deductive and inductive approaches with a view toward aiding exegesis.
Edwin Crozier, minister and founder of Streamside Supplies, takes an in-depth look at connecting to God through prayer.
The Basics of Biblical Hebrew E-Learning Bundle is only for students enrolled in courses at institutions that utilizes the Blackboard Learn
platform . Gary D. Pratico and Miles V. Van Pelt s Basics of Biblical Hebrew grammar, video lectures, laminated sheet, and interactive
workbook comprise this resource for online and distance-learning students."
The Basics of Hebrew Discourse: A Guide to Working with Hebrew Prose and Poetry by Miles V. Van Pelt, Matthew H. Patton, and Frederic
Clarke Putnam is a syntax resource for intermediate Hebrew students that introduces them to the principles and exegetical benefits of
discourse analysis when applied to biblical Hebrew prose and poetry.
Biblical Hebrew Workbook
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Interactive Workbook
Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary in Context
Complete Grammar, Lexicon, and Annotated Text
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Video Lectures
The Vocabulary Guide to Biblical Hebrew

The Access Card for Basics of Biblical Hebrew Interactive Workbook provides users with
entry into a collaborative workbook tool for instructors and students, designed for use
on the Blackboard Learn™ platform. The workbook is integrated for use with Gary D.
Pratico and Miles V. Van Pelt's Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, Basics of Biblical
Hebrew Video Lectures (36 lessons), and Biblical Hebrew Laminated Sheet, all available
separately.
Charts of Biblical Hebrew provides students of biblical Hebrew with a unique, highly
visual study aid for learning the language. This innovative language resource contains
130 of the most vital Hebrew-learning charts in order to accomplish two things: To
simplify grammatical presentation as much as possible. To present the basics of biblical
Hebrew as thoroughly as possible. Featuring two color design, Charts of Biblical Hebrew
is cross-referenced to Pratico and Van Pelt's Basics of Biblical Hebrew and may be used
with other first-year biblical Hebrew textbooks as well. The charts are also an ideal
means of review for advanced students. ZondervanCharts are ready references for those who
need the essential information at their fingertips. Accessible and highly useful, the
books in this library offer clear organization and thorough summaries of issues,
subjects, and topics that are key for Christian students and learners. The visuals and
captions will cater to any teaching methodology, style, or program.
Linguistics expert and long-time educator Hackett offers a robust introduction to
biblical Hebrew grammar and the Masoretic text. All exercises from Hebrew to English are
taken from the Old Testament: those in earlier lessons with slight modification suitable
to the experience of the student; those exercises found in the later lessons are taken
from the Masoretic test of the Old Testament without modification, but with footnotes to
explain unusual or advanced formations. Classroom tested and suitable for self-study as
well, this quick-moving one-semester course (30 lessons) features clear, readable
explanations, exercises, and examples that provide students with an effective foundation
in original language usage. This text-book is also suitable for an entire first-year's
study of Biblical Hebrew conducted at a slower place. Course work includes an overview of
the history of the Hebrew Bible; deductive lessons on recognition, drawing, and
pronunciation of consonants and vowels; memorization and recitation of the alphabet; and
proper spelling of words; as well inductive experience in translating biblical passages.
Excellent textbook for students who wish to progress beyond using simple reference works
and ideal for those who wish to read the Hebrew Bible deeply, widely, and accurately, as
well as for any who wish to pursue advanced studies in the Hebrew Scriptures.
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Achieving the right balance of amount of information, style of presentation, and depth of
instruction in first-year grammars is no easy task. But Mark Futato has produced a
grammar that, after years of testing in a number of institutions, will please many, with
its concise, clear, and well-thought-out presentation of Biblical Hebrew. Because the
teaching of biblical languages is in decline in many seminaries and universities, Futato
takes pains to measure the amount of information presented in each chapter in a way that
makes the quantity digestible, without sacrificing information that is important to
retain. The book includes exercises that are drawn largely from the Hebrew Bible itself.
Fourth printing, 2012.
Handbook of Biblical Hebrew
Learn Biblical Hebrew Pack
A Basic Introduction to Biblical Hebrew, with CD
The Vocabulary Guide to Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic
Learn Biblical Hebrew Pack 2. 0
Graded Reader of Biblical Hebrew, Second Edition
Features of Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, Second Edition text: * Combines the best of inductive and deductive
approaches * Uses actual examples from the Hebrew Old Testament rather than 'made-up' illustrations *
Emphasizes the structural pattern of the Hebrew language rather than rote memorization, resulting in a simple,
enjoyable, and effective learning process * Colored text highlights particles added to nouns and verbs, allowing easy
recognition of new forms * Chapters Two (Hebrew Vowels), Nine (Pronominal Suffixes), Seventeen (Waw
Consecutive), Eighteen (Imperative, Cohortative, and Jussive), and Twenty-Three (Issues of Sentence Syntax) are
revised and expanded * Section of appendices and study aids is clearly marked for fast reference * Larger font and
text size make reading easier * Updated author website with additional Hebrew language resources and product
information (www.basicsofbiblicalhebrew.com) Features of updated CD-ROM: * Full answer key to the
accompanying workbook (compatible with Windows and Macintosh) * Scripture indexes to both the grammar and
the workbook * FlashWorksTM, a fun and effective vocabulary-drilling program from Teknia Language Tools * Links
to additional resources accessible with internet connection
The Vocabulary Guide to Biblical Hebrew and Aramaic by Gary D. Pratico and Miles V. Van Pelt is intended to
accompany Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar. For the beginning student it is an essential resource companion to
aid in vocabulary memorization and acquisition. Updates in this second edition include the addition of a complete
Aramaic word list and refinement of definitions. Features include: Hebrew words occurring ten times or more in the
Old Testament arranged by frequency Hebrew words arranged by common root All Aramaic words occurring in the
Old Testament arranged by frequency Helpful appendices including lists of Hebrew homonyms, nominals, and verbs.
This pack contains everything you need to learn the original language of the Old Testament, no matter if you are
already enrolled in a class or learning on your own. It includes 36 video lessons on six DVDs, Gary Pratico and Miles
Van Pelt's widely-used Hebrew grammar, along with the corresponding workbook, audio, and other necessary tools.
First published in 2001, Gary Pratico and Miles Van Pelt's Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, now in its second
edition, has been revised and improved with new, more nuanced linguistics, and a collection of complementary tools
provides readers with a holistic learning experience. In addition to the textbook, the pack includes: Basics of Biblical
Hebrew Video Lectures, featuring 36 video lessons accompanying the passages in the textbook. Basics of Biblical
Hebrew Workbook, with study exercises and passages for translation practice. Old Testament Hebrew Vocabulary
Cards, including 1,000 vocabulary flashcards for studying. Basics of Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary Audio, to help with
correct pronunciation and ordered according to the textbook. Biblical Hebrew Laminated Sheet, for a quick
reference guide to common language questions. The Learn Biblical Hebrew Pack includes everything you need to
start learning Hebrew today and find new depth reading God's Word from a different perspective.
This updated workbook is designed for use with the third edition of Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, the
standard textbook for colleges and seminaries. The workbook is designed for the beginning student and is an
essential chapter-by-chapter companion including helpful exercises and translation homework.
For Use on the Blackboard Learn Platform
Workbook
Plugged in
Charts of Biblical Hebrew
Basics of Biblical Hebrew
The Cambridge Biblical Hebrew Workbook
A comprehensive introductory workbook for students of Biblical Hebrew at colleges, seminaries and universities.
This pack contains everything you need to learn the original language of the Old Testament, no matter if you are already
enrolled in a class or learning on your own. It includes Gary Pratico and Miles Van Pelt's widely-used Hebrew grammar, the
corresponding workbook, 36 video lessons on six DVDs, and other important learning tools. First published in 2001, Gary
Pratico and Miles Van Pelt's Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, now in its third edition, has been revised and improved
with new, more nuanced linguistics, and a collection of complementary tools provides readers with a holistic learning
experience. In addition to the textbook, the pack includes: Basics of Biblical Hebrew Workbook, with study exercises and
passages for translation practice. Basics of Biblical Hebrew Video Lectures, featuring 36 video lessons accompanying the
passages in the textbook. Biblical Hebrew: A Compact Guide, a handy, at-a-glance reference offering summaries of Hebrew
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grammar, paradigms, a lexicon, and more. Old Testament Hebrew Vocabulary Cards, including 1,000 vocabulary flashcards
for studying. Basics of Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary Audio, a digital download from Olive Tree Bible Software, available
through an access code, of audio pronunciations of the vocabulary from the grammar to help with vocabulary memorization
and acquisition. Features both Classical (by Miles V. Van Pelt) and Modern (by Nancy L. Erickson) Hebrew pronunciations.
Biblical Hebrew Laminated Sheet, for a quick reference guide to common language questions. The Learn Biblical Hebrew
Pack 2.0 includes everything you need to start learning Hebrew today and find new depth reading God's Word from a
different perspective.
A Modern Grammar for Biblical Hebrew is a complete revision of Duane Garrett’s respected 2002 release originally entitled
A Modern Grammar for Classical Hebrew. In addition to the revisions and contributions from new coauthor Jason
DeRouchie, the book now includes the answer key for an all-new companion workbook and an updated vocabulary list for
second year Hebrew courses.
This updated workbook is designed with the student in mind and intended for use with the standard-setting Basics of Biblical
Hebrew Grammar textbook, now in its third edition. In addition to corresponding to the revisions and updates in Basics of
Biblical Hebrew Grammar, this workbook includes significant changes to the interior presentation; less unnecessary
questions and exercises; and six reading texts interspersed among the exercises for the derived stems. The workbook is an
essential chapter-by-chapter companion and includes helpful exercises and translation homework. As students complete the
assignments in the workbook, the concepts they have been learning from the main grammar are reinforced, making this an
invaluable study tool to enhance student learning.
A Complete Course for the Beginner
A Handbook to Biblical Hebrew
Invitation to Biblical Hebrew
Introductory Level
Using Hebrew Tools without Mastering Biblical Hebrew
Introducing Biblical Hebrew
This second edition of the Graded Reader of Biblical Hebrew introduces second-year Hebrew students to
various types of biblical Hebrew literature and contains notations to assists them in their studies.
This vital resource helps students move beyond the basics and build competency in translating and
exegeting the text of the Old Testament.
Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary in Context by Miles V. Van Pelt and Gary D. Pratico is a biblical Hebrew
language resource designed to reinforce a student's basic vocabulary by reading words that occur fifty
times or more in the context of the Hebrew Bible. All 642 of these Hebrew words have been collated into
195 key biblical verses and/or verse fragments to help students practice and retain their Hebrew
vocabulary. In lieu of rote memorization, Biblical Hebrew Vocabulary in Context reinforces essential
vocabulary by reading words in the context of the Hebrew Bible. The book includes two primary sections.
The first section provides room for students to write their own glosses of the biblical verse and to
parse as they feel necessary. An English translation is also provided and any term that appears less
than fifty times is glossed. Proper names are identified with gray text. The second section of the book
provides the same biblical verses from the first section but with minimal room to write glosses and
parse and without an English translation for aid. The end of the book includes a Hebrew-English lexicon
of all the words occurring fifty times or more in the Hebrew Bible.
Students of biblical Greek and Hebrew may not know everything they need to know, but they do know
there's a lot they need to know! Whether studying for exams or translating passages of Scripture,
students need critical information at their fingertips. Instead, it's usually scattered throughout
textbooks, self-made crib sheets, and sticky-notes on their computer monitor. Now there's a better way!
The Zondervan Get an A! Study Guides to Biblical Greek and Biblical Hebrew are handy, at-a-glance study
aids ideal for last minute review, a quick overview of grammar, or as an aid in translation or sermon
preparation. Each set contains four information-packed sheets that are laminated and three-holepunched, making them both durable and portable. The study guides are tied to Zondervan's Basics of
Biblical Greek and Basics of Biblical Hebrew.
This single volume introductory approach to the Hebrew and Aramaic languages is a welcome classroom
addition. Each language is covered independently, following a similar format that includes morphology,
syntax, and vocabulary. Each unit in the Hebrew and Aramaic sections also features translation and
reading exercises. Appendices address noun formation and pronominal suffixes, verb paradigms (regular
and irregular), glossaries, and indices. A workbook with additional exercises for both languages will
be available late in 2004.
A Beginning Grammar
Beginning Biblical Hebrew
A Guide to Reading the Hebrew Bible
Basics of Biblical Hebrew Workbook [Third Edition]
Fundamental Biblical Hebrew
Building Competency with Words Occurring 50 Times Or More

English Grammar to Ace Biblical Hebrew enables students of biblical Hebrew to grasp the basic concepts of English
grammar that are needed in order to be able to transfer these concepts to biblical Hebrew. One of the biggest problems
students encounter learning biblical languages, especially Hebrew, is that they have either forgotten or simply do not know
their English grammar. Concepts such as verb tense and voice, relative pronouns, antecedents, adjectival substantives, and
the like, sound like familiar terms, but may seem foreign when it's time to put them to practice. With chapters such as, 'To Be
or Not To Be, that is the Infinitive' and 'Pronouns: Grammatical Stunt Doubles, ' this book is both clever and engaging. All
Hebrew students will become better translators---and ultimately better pastors and leaders---with the help of this book. Tips
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for studying Hebrew, a glossary, and a list of additional Hebrew resources is also provided. This book is a companion to
English Grammar to Ace New Testament Greek by Samuel Lamerson.
Designed to engage the Hebrew text and reinforce patterns and principles of Hebrew grammar and syntax, this resource
expertly guides intermediate Hebrew students. Answers to all questions are provided, and both a useful parsing guide and
glossary are also included.
This work is a simplified introductory grammar of Biblical Hebrew based on the inductive study of selected chapters from the
Hebrew Bible: Genesis 22, Genesis 12, Deuteronomy 5, Joshua 24, II Samuel 11-12, Genesis 1, Jeremiah 1, and Psalm 51.
A workbook to aid in learning Hebrew.
Biblical Hebrew
Third Edition
Includes Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar, Third Edition and Its Supporting Resources
A Workbook for Intermediate Hebrew
Graded Reader of Biblical Hebrew
An Inductive Approach Based on the Hebrew Text of Esther
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